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BOARS TYE RESIDENTIAL HOME 

NEWSLETTER MAY 2017 

 

Hello and welcome to the May issue of our newsletter. As the weather gets 

warmer and we start to think about the coming Summer, that can only mean 

one thing; yes, it’s time to plan for our annual Boars Tye Fete! Keep an eye on 

our Facebook page and newsletters for updates. 

Activities 

As usual our hardworking team have organised some fantastic activities to 

keep our residents happy this month. The Easter Bunny came to visit and 

sneakily hid some easter eggs around the home for everyone to find! We all 

had great fun and very much enjoyed watching the residents enjoy themselves. 
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We also celebrated a birthday of a special lady and had great fun singing and 

dancing to Alex and his accordian. As you can see, Jennie always throws herself 

into enjoying the activities just as much as the residents do!  
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It’s always interesting to find out about the pasts of our residents here at Boars 

Tye, and one gentleman used to be a head tailor at Simpson’s of Hackney, by 

royal appointment. Here he is with his tailor’s chalk showing Sam how to make 

a pair of top quality strides! And one other lady has a very musical background 

and can still read sheet music to perfection, as she demonstrates to Ryan. 

 

Sadly this month has seen us wave farewell to to our lovely colleague Joy who 

is off on a new adventure. Good luck and remember no matter where you are, 

you are still part of our family.  
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

10th May: Pamper Afternoon 

16th May: Let’s Get Gardening  – This is a new therapeutic gardening initiative 

to encourage residents and community/family members to enjoy and nurture 

the wonderful garden that we have. We are looking for donations of 

seeds/pots/compost etc. Please see the last page of this newsletter for further 

details and speak to Jennie or Debbie if you can help. 

May 22nd: Woodwork afternoon – This entails supervised and simple wood 

crafting where we will be making birdboxes. 

May 26th: Residents meeting 

TBC: Alex the Accordian Player 

TBC: Spring Flower Pressing 

SAVE THE DATE 

5th June: HRH Queen Elizabeth II’s Official Birthday; we will be having an 

afternoon tea party with singing from Susie H. 

RESIDENTS BIRTHDAYS 

Anthony 

Jean O  

 

**Can relatives ensure that all residents clothes are named and that 

brushes/combs need to be replaced regularly. Many thanks** 
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